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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Attendance records are one of the main administrative roles on campuses.
Therefore, several technologies can be used on an attendance system,
including barcode, radio frequency identification (RFID), fingerprint, and
faceprint. The main functions of attendance systems on campuses are mainly
focused on how to obtain the attendee data list, store on the database, and
display the list on the information system. This research proposes an
attendance system in the smart classroom which supports the system’s
previous activities as well as its integration with security and classroom
management. In this system, the NodeMCU which was connected to the WiFi router served as the controller, while the fingerspot revo FF-153BNC
functioned as the system input. In addition, the database server was used to
allocate attendee and classroom management data. This system is connected
with the information system and classroom display unit, and component and
system testing were applied in this research. The results showed that each
system unit successfully integrated and managed the attendance, security,
and classroom schedule.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Attendance records constitute one of the main administrative activities in every place such as office,
campus, and school. These records are a tool to check whether a person attends an event or a business.
Furthermore, it is not only used to identify an individual’s presence, but can further analyze an event’s
problem [1], analyze teacher performance and impact in a classroom [2], [3], student behavior toward given
parameters [4], [5], and check the readiness of people in facing technology [6].
Therefore, an attendance system was built to accomplish the uses of attendance. There are various
technologies used to create or develop this system, such as RFID. The RFID represents a unique ID of a person
or object, and its tag can be used to identify an individual’s presence [7]-[10] in an event or place by scanning
through the RFID reader. Furthermore, it is possible to build this system through a biometric process that uses
fingerprint and facial recognition. In some research [11]-[17], the fingerprint is used to build an attendance
system. Aside from fingerprint, facial recognition technology can be implemented to scan an individual’s
presence [18], or can effectively scan multiple faces on one screen[19]. It is also possible to combine several
technologies to build this system [20]-[23]. Factually, its main purpose involves the use of technology to verify
someone’s presence and manage it on an information system or a mobile-based application.
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At campuses, one of the attendance processes is performed in a classroom, where lectures and
students undergo this process to record their presence. Nowadays, the classroom itself is optimized with
several technologies. Smart classrooms are built to have automation over objects inside the classroom, such
as lighting, air conditioner, and projector. [24]-[26]. There have also been previous studies on classroom
access control using smart cameras [27] and NFC [28].
Most of this previous research were performed independently, all focusing on how the attendance
system works, the user behavior, and technology used. This research proposes the combination of the
attendance system at the campus and smart classroom access by building an integrated system that can also
access a classroom. It involves the use of fingerprint-scanning in the attendee process and management of
attendee data with the classroom information system. Furthermore, the fingerprint data can also be used to
authenticate access in the smart classroom.

2.

PROPOSED ATTENDANCE SYSTEM
Contrary to [11]-[17] which were mainly focused on obtaining the attendee data list, the function of
this attendance system also encompasses door security control and attendance recording for students and
lecturers. It consists of identification, verification, and authentication processes. The door security control
function involves unlocking and locking the door with a fingerprint access owned by the lecturer.
Furthermore, the information system is adjusted according to the classroom’s lecture schedule. The
attendance recording function performs a scan of students’ fingerprints and enters it into an attendance list
database and then displays the report in the information system, as shown in Figure 1. The attendance process
in the finite state machine (FSM) is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Smart classroom attendance system

The attendance system implementation begins by ascertaining the required components and
connecting them each. The NodeMCU has an expansion board which enhances the connection accessibility
between components. This system works because the lecturer scans their fingerprint on a scanning device
installed outside the classroom before lecturing. When the lecturer’s schedule and ID match, the classroom
door then grants access. Furthermore, students sign their presence later on a fingerprint scan tool installed
inside the classroom. As shown in Figure 3, this system consists of fingerspot revo FF-153BNC as the
fingerprint scanning device, KitaServer application as the application forwarding scanning data to the
server/database, NodeMCU as the central controller of classroom security, magnetic door lock as the door
key, and a 12V power supply for the magnetic lock.
The scanning device is connected to the KitaServer application to send the scanning fingerprint data
to the ethernet database, while the NodeMCU uses Wi-Fi to communicate with the server. When the
fingerprint device obtains the student’s fingerprint, it directly authenticates the data and sends it to the server.
The device also inputs the data in NodeMCU, where the authorization is performed by matching the scanning
data with the lecturer’s ID in the database. It checks whether the lecturer’s ID matches the current schedule.
When the authorization succeeds, NodeMCU then sends the signal to the magnetic door lock to grant access.
As shown in Figure 2, the first state of the door is closed. If the fingerprint is detected, it
authenticates the lecture fingerprint. The lecture fingerprint triggered the next state. When the authentication
success, it checks the schedule database and activates the class. While the door open, the student can enter
the classroom and do their fingerprint scan as the attendance process on the class they entered. All the
student’s fingerprint data then saved in the database
Internet of things based attendance system design and development in a smart classroom (Dania Eridani)
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Figure 2. Attendance system in the finite state machine

Figure 3. Attendance system implementation

3.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The testing mechanism was performed in two steps. The first was component testing which involved
checking the technical function of each component before integration into one system. The second step
involved checking the input-output component and communication structure. The system testing ascertains
whether each component integrated into the system can work as specified.
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3.1. Revo FF-153BNC fingerprint testing
The revo FF-153BNC was used in the input component as a scanning device and door access. The
testing was carried out by scanning ten registered users and one unregistered user to the system continuously
for ten times with a 1-minute pause duration, as shown in Table 1. The result showed that Revo FF-153BNC
identified user fingerprints with a 95% average. The possible reason for the unidentified scanning process
was the user’s sweat because the testing mechanism was done continuously for all users at the given time.
Furthermore, classroom authorization testing also involves matching the lecturer’s ID with the given
schedule of the classroom, as shown in Table 2. This test done to ensure that only registered people were
identified in the system.
The result showed that the authorization process on revo FF-153BNC based on the applied schedule
is working correctly. The system successfully authorized the lecture scheduled for the class. This test is used
to ensure that the lecturer who accesses the class is the one who has a schedule for that class.
Table 1. Result of Revo FF-153BNC fingerprint testing
Testing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

User
User 1
User 2
User 3
User 4
User 5
User 6
User 7
User 8
User 9
User 10
Unregistered user

Identified scanning
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
8
0

Note
100% identified
100% identified
100% identified
100% identified
100% identified
100% identified
100% identified
100% identified
90% identified
80% identified
unidentified

Table 2. Classroom authorization testing
Testing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Class A
Lecturer A
Lecturer A
Lecturer A
Lecturer A
Lecturer A
Lecturer B
Lecturer B
Lecturer B
Lecturer B
Lecturer B

Class B
Lecturer B
Lecturer B
Lecturer B
Lecturer B
Lecturer B
Lecturer A
Lecturer A
Lecturer A
Lecturer A
Lecturer A

Class A Result
Successful authorization
Successful authorization
Successful authorization
Successful authorization
Successful authorization
Failed authorization
Failed authorization
Failed authorization
Failed authorization
Failed authorization

Class B Result
Successful authorization
Successful authorization
Successful authorization
Successful authorization
Successful authorization
Failed authorization
Failed authorization
Failed authorization
Failed authorization
Failed authorization

3.2. Magnetic door lock testing
This testing aims to ensure the output component works properly before integration into the system.
Therefore, it involved sending input to the output component. Input high is provided to activate the magnetic
door lock, while Input low was given to deactivate the lock. The testing result is shown in Figures 4 (a) and (b).
Therefore, under normal circumstances the magnetic door lock was shown to work properly.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. These Figures are; (a) magnetic door lock with low input and (b) magnetic door lock with high input
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3.3. Communication testing
The communication testing was carried out by checking the system’s connection and data from the
database’s scanning device. This was performed by the NodeMCU which utilized a Wi-Fi connection. The
distance capability of the NodeMCU connected with the access point was tested for every one meter. This
testing only paid attention to the distance and not the obstacle between the distances. The result of the
connection testing is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Connection testing
Testing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Distance (m)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Connection
Connected
Connected
Connected
Connected
Connected
Connected
Connected
Connected
Connected
Connected
Connected, not stable
Connected, not stable
Connceted, not stable
Unconnected
Unconnected

Therefore, the NodeMCU best use is within a 10 m range using a Wi-Fi connection. The second part
of communication testing involved checking the scanning device and database through Ethernet. The testing
was done by recording the log of the user scanning process ten times on the “att_log” table in the fingerprint
database. This “att_log” table is used to manage the information system. Figure 5 shows the “att_log” table
result. The results showed that all recorded data can be stored on the database using an Ethernet connection.

Figure 5. “Att_log” table result
3.4. System testing
Each component used in the system was integrated into the attendance system, and the functionality
was then tested. The results are shown in Table 4. The system testing results showed that all of the attendance
systems functions are working as specified. It is showed that the system could record all the attendance data
by the lecture and the student as the schedule given. It also showed that the attendance system successfully
integrated into the classroom security, as only users who have access can enter the classroom.
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Table 4. System testing
Testing
1
2
3
4
5
6

Parameter
The ability to read fingerprints from Fingerspot Revo FF-154BNC
The ability to identify user fingerprints registered on the Fingerspot Revo FF-154BNC
The ability to save the fingerprint scan log to the database
The ability to authorize the scan log with the schedule given by the database
The ability to connect to Wi-Fi
The ability to unlock the magnetic door on completion of the authorization process

Result
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success

4.

CONCLUSION
The attendance system involving the IoT concept in this research was successfully tested and
integrated with the security and classroom management system. The fingerprint of students and the lecturers
were saved in the database, and the scanning device was able to send a script containing lecturer data to open
the magnetic door lock in the classroom, which was dependent on the lecturer’s schedule from the
information system. Furthermore, the information system was able to display and manage attendance data
based on fingerprint-scan process. The fingerspot revo FF-153BNC showed high accuracy in scanning data,
and the longest connectivity which can be used between the NodeMCU, and the access point was 10 meters.
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